2) x is an unary operation such that * (1) = 1,
T (x Ay) = <t(x) A T (y) . Furthermore an modal algebra J} is of the class M if r(x)i x holds. In this case J/r is connected to the modal logic M.
The modal algebra X} is of the class S4 if and o t(x)Sr(i).
In this case Jfi is connected to the modal logic S4. p POT the class S4 we have obviously % (x) = T(X). An equivalence relation 8 on B compatible with the operations of the algebra Jf is called a congruence relation of .
is simple if only the identity relation and the all relation are the congruence relations of J& . These congruence relations are called trivial. Gratzer -325 -relation which is not the identity. As £ is atomistic, then there exists an atom eefi with e e 0. Therefore e'8 1 and t(e') 61. Thus we obtain 091 and 8 is the all relation. There are two extreme cases for finite subdirectly irreducible algebras of the class S4. Let b be the greatest non-trivial fixpoint. The first case is that every element c with c <b is also a fixpoint. We call algebras of this kind of the class P. The other case is that for every element c, Moreover, as t (x) = <(x), each <c(x) have to be a fixpoint. Therefore for the algebras of the class D we have t(l) = 1, f(x) = b for b §x<1, and -t(x) = 0 otherwise.
Functionally complete algebras of M and S4
The underlying structure of a modal algebra is a Boolean algebra. As the Boolean algebras form an arithmetical variety the class of modal algebras is also an arithmetical variety (Pixley [8] ). In an arithmetical variety W the algebra is functionally complete if and only if ¿6 is finite and simple. Furthermore, every functionally complete algebra in generates a subvariety which can be finitely axiomatized (Baker [1] ).
V/e will not follow these considerations of universal alge-'bra but prove in detail that the finite simple algebras of the class G4 are functionally complete. Finally we notice that these algebras give further possibilities to find switching algebras for multivalued logic functions (Troy, Carnalle, Irvin [11] ).
